MASTER IN MUSIC CONDUCTING AUDITION REQUIREMENTS

Choral – Orchestral – Wind Symphony

Area Coordinators:

Choral Conducting: Stephen Zork (stezork@andrews.edu)
Orchestral Conducting: Claudio Gonzalez (cgonzale@andrews.edu)
Wind Symphony: Alan Mitchell (alanm@andrews.edu)

1. Provide a list of repertoire performed that shows evidence or demonstrates equivalency of three years of conducting experience.

2. Submit aural and visual recordings of rehearsals and conducted performances.

3. Submit printed programs of personally conducted concerts (min. 3).

4. Submission of undergraduate senior recital recording, or, latest solo recital in applied area. (Choral candidates must include a solo vocal recording of themselves, if their undergraduate recital was in a different area).

5. Upon submission of conducting audition materials, area coordinators may ask for additional audition materials.